
THE PRONUNCIATION OF SANSKRIT* 

By 

SuNITI KuMAR CHATTERJI, Calcutta 

Sanskrit as a language has been studied in India ever since the Vedic 
hymns and rituals began to be taught in the priestly schools, and the 
li·gends and traditions and history. as current among the Aryan-speaking 
IH'oples of North India began to be collected, from Vedic times onwards; 
und the study of Sanskrit has thus had a continuous and unbroken history 
for 3000 years and more. Sanskrit is the classical language of India par 
c·.rcellence, and at one time it was also the classical language of certain 
countries outside India-particularly in South-Eastern Asia and Indonesia 
and in Central Asia; and it used also to be studied in Tibet, in China, in Korea 
;md Japan, in Mongolia. At the present moment Sanskrit is of paramount 
rultural importance for India itself. Its cultural value is almost equally great 
111 Ceylon, ·and only to a lesser extent in Siam, Laos, Cambodia, Burma and 
Indonesia. The language has never been dead in India. Its very detailed 
ciludy has gone on through the centuries long after Sanskrit (or some dialects 
unalogous to it) ceased to be a spoken language, and composition in Sanskrit 
on a very large scale has gone on and has come down through the centuries 
11nabated to our times. There is no part of India which has not taken an 
Ht;live interest in the study and propagation of Sanskrit throughout these 30 
,.~l'nturies. Sanskrit is used in conversation and as a lingua franca among a 
large section of the 'elite in India, whether orthodox Brahman scholars or 
.laina monks, or students in Sanskrit Schools as well as in Modern Schools 
und Universities. Public lectures in Sanskrit are quite a common phenome
non; and Sanskrit dramas are performed by learned associations in different 
parts of the country, and they attract large audiences, who know the. story 
nnd in general can follow the action and also to a large extent the language. 
ll is the language of Hindu religious ritual; and till recently, in many of 
the high schools in India, Sanskrit was a compulsory classical language for 
Hindu students. 

In the course of these centuries of its existence in India as the true 
National Language of the country, Sanskrit has taken the colouring of the 
·;poken languages in the different areas. The Grammar of Sanskrit was 
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1 fixed finally by Pal).ini, who has been placed by competent scholars in the 
5th century B. c.; and everywhere the Pal).inian norm is followed in 
Sanskrit, and there is no question about that. But Sanskrit pronunciation 
has altered in all parts of the country. As a matter of fact, there has been a 
developm~nt in the sound-system of Sanskrit also, and we can note the 
successive stages in which the sound-system of San~krit underwent changes 
century by century and became transformed into the sound-system of the 
Prakrits; and subsequently the Prakrit sound-systems in different parts of 
the country in their turn became transformed into the sound-systems· of the 
Bhiishiis or the Modern Indian Aryan Languages. This normal change of 
Sanskrit through Prakrit into the Modern Indo-Aryan languages is, of 
course, expressive of the historical development of the language in its 
phonetics and phonology. But after Sanskrit became an obsolete speech in its 
grammar, and began to be studied, mainly as a cultural language, in learned 
literature and in conversation, in religious ritual as well as in the staging of 
dramas, in public recitation of Purii?J.a stories and so forth, its pronunciation 
naturally enough also could not remain uniform all over the country. It 
changed from century to century, and changed also in the different parts of 
the country. There were attempts on the part of scholars to restore what 
was considered to be the correct ancient pronunciation of Sanskrit. But 
these attempts were not always successful. The result of it is this that at 
the present moment we have in different parts of India various standards or 
traditions of Sanskrit pronunciation. Some of these are fairly correct, from 
the ancient standards; others a:re very much modified by the vernacular 
habits of pronunciation as current in the different language-areas. Each area 
whether speaking an Aryan language, or a Dravidian language, has at the 
present moment its own special tradition of· Sanskrit pronunciation. The 
attempt or ideal generally is to resuscitate or follow . the norm as presented 
by Pal).ini in the 5th century B. c. 

I 

But Sanskrit as it was spoken in its earliest or Vedic form, say about 
1000 B. c. or earlier, in certain matters was unquestionably different from 
the Pal).inian standard of the 5th century B. c., like Homeric Greek differing 
from the Attic. Then, again, when Sanskrit ceased to be a spoken language, 
some centuries before the Christian era, we have newer developments in the 
pronunciation of Sanskrit as a cultural language. In subsequent centuries 
we have similarly a series of changes in Sanskrit articulation. These are in 

. the main represented in the modern local traditions in the various parts of 
the country. 

To arrive at a knowledge of the development of Sanskrit 
pronunciation in the different centuries, we have to take help of the 
following matters : 
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(1) Modern Practice as we have it at the present day in the different 
language-areas of India and in Ceylon in pronouncing Sanskrit; 

(2) Ancient Theory and Ancient Description as found in the 
Pratisakhyas and grammatical works, beginning from the middle of the first 
thousand years before Christ; 

(3) The Indian System of Writing and its application to the sounds of 
Sanskrit from its inception-from the 4th century B. c. onwards. The peculi
arities of orthography and sometimes even mistakes in spelling as preserved 
in ancient contemporary documents have a great value in giving us some 
glimpses into the actual state of Sanskrit articulation in the early times; 

(4) The History of the Development of Prakrit or Middle Indo-Aryan 
out of Vedic and (Classical) Sanskrit representing Old Indo-Aryan; and 
also .to a lesser extent the history of the development of the Bhiisha or New 
Indo-Aryan from Prakrit; 

(5) The early Transcription of Sanskrit Names and Words in foreign 
languages like Greek, Iranian, Chinese, Arabic etc., and similar translitera
tions of words from foreign languages in Sanskrit and the Prakrits; 

(6) The Comparative Phonology of the Indo-European languages, 
which would help to establish the pronunciation of Sanskrit in the 
oldest period; and finally, 

(7) Modern Phonetics, which is to consider, check up and correlate 
the evidence from the above 6 sources. 

In this way we can arrive at something precise with regard to the 
pronunciation of Sanskrit from the oldest i.e. Vedic period onwards. In 
this matter we are certainly on a much surer ground than in the case of the 
pronunciation of the ancient Greek or Latin, which of course has been built 
up bit by bit by modern scholarship; and this was facilitated by the better 
and fuller and more scientific type of the phonetic material which we have 
for Sanskrit and other Indian languages. 

In India, at the present moment, according to the old tradition, Sans
krit scholars of the old type were quite content to follow their traditional 
pronunciations as they obtained in their various localities, pronunciations 
which went hand in hand with those of the local living or colloquial speeches. 
This practice is to a large extent followed in the various language and dialect 
areas. The traditional, local systems of Sanskrit pronunciation, it must be 
said, have never prevented mutual intelligibility in the different areas, 
although there are some extreme cases of local differentiation or aberration 
(as for example in Easten India-particularly in Bengal both West and 
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East, and in Assam) which do not permit immediate understanding for tl 
greater part of India. There is generally a vague desire to follow a pat 
Indian norm in this matter, which cannot be fulfilled as the~e is no speci; 
care taken for this. But Sanskrit as taught in the modern English school 
throughout the greater part of the country could not remain unaffect~ 
by the desire to follow the Common Indian Norm. It is generall. 
admitted that the best kind of pronunciation which conforms to . 
very large extent to .the Pa:Q.inian norm is that preserved by the Sanskri 
scholars, particularly those who have specialised in Vedic studies, ii 
the Dravidian-speaking countries of the South-the Andhra or Telugl 
country, the Tamil country, and Karnataka; and also in the Aryan-speakin! 
Maharashtra. A modern pan-Indian norm is now developing for thE 
whole of India, and this is based on the pronunciation of Sanskrit a~ 
it obtained among Maharashtrian and South Indian pa'(l.{lits and sdstrim 
settled in Banaras from the 18th century, modified by the local patJ.{l_its from 
Eastern U.P. and Mithila. In this new· and composite type of pronunciation, 
some of the peculiarities of Eastern U. P. were dropped, an:d attempts are 
made to bring in the pronunciation of the South.· This has not yet been 
universally accepted, and many parts of India like Assam and :Bengal 
and Mithila and Orissa as well as Panjab and U. P. are still far from coming 
up to this standard. But this standard, sometimes known as ·the "Banaras 
Pronunciation", is generally regarded as correct and authoritative, and it is 
helping to bring about this desired result, viz. the establishment of a Modern 
AU-India Standard of Sanskrit Pronunciation ·which runs close to the 
Pa:Q.inian tradition.· 

In the present paper I am trying to give a consideration of the Sounds 
of Sanskrit according to the old Pa:Q.inian Standard (with certain inevitabl~ 
modifications in modern times). I am also attempting to give an indication· 
of the various present-day types of pronunciation for each of these sounds, 
particularly to guard those, who have local forms of articulation, against 
deviation from what may he described as the old Pa:Q.inian norm, as adopted 
for present-day pan-Indian uses. 

What is described below is primarily the sounds of Classical Sanskrit 
as they were current in North-Western and Middle India (the area from 
the Panjab to Western U. P. roughly) in the middle of the first millennium 
B. c. The earlier Vedic standard presented certain special and older char
acteristics which were lost during the 500 years, from say 1000 B. c.; and 
incidentally, these also have been noted. 

In discussing these sounds of Classical Sanskrit; the sounds and illus
trative words are given first in the Devanagari (or Nagari) script, which is 
now accepted as the pan-Indian script for Sanskrit at the present day, and 
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\\'hlch fully represents all its sister-scripts in India, with the pronunciation 
Indicated by the alphabet of the International Phonetic Association. 

THE VOWELS 

The vowels of classical Sanskrit are the following : Of /a/, orr /a:/, '{ 
I I /, t I i:/, a- /u/, ~ /u:/, q; /e:/, it /ai/, an I o: /, a'tt I au/. 

These are the ordinary true vowels, and there were besides 3 vocalic 
liquids (or sounds which are really consonantal but behave like vowels in 
turming syllables): !fS /r/, '!fl I r: /, and~/!/. 

Under certain conditions, the pure vowels of Sanskrit were prolonged 
with a nasalised extension following it (Anusviira}, or with an unvoiced 
t:'Xlension (Visarga). This is noted below. 

Of the normal vowels of Sanskrit /a/, /i/, /u/ and /a:/, /i:/, /u:/ were 
11imple vowels, and /e:/, /ai/, /o:/, /au/ are known as Diphthongs 
( Sandhyak$ara). 

The following observations· may be made about the various vowel 
l'lounds, simple as well as diphthongal. 

1. /a/ at the present day has got quite a number of different pronun
ciations in the different parts of the country. The commonest pronunciation 
lor the greater part of India, both North and South, for this short vowel is 
the sound which we have in the English word son or sun, which is represent
ed in the phonetic script by the symbol I A/-/sAn/. In the Upper Gangetic 
Valley (Central and Western U.P.), Panjab, Rajasthan, Gujarat and Madhya 
Pradesh generally, as well as in the Dravidian-speaking countries, this 1 A/ 
pronunciation obtains. In Assam, Bengal and Orissa and in considerable 
parts of Bihar (under certain circumstances), the pronunciation of this short 
/a/ is something different. It is a rounded vowel, which is like the English 
Nound of /-:J/ as in law or ball, /b:, b-:J:l/, only this sound is both long and short 
in these languages. In the Maratha countrY., the common substitute for the 
pan-Indian /a= A/ is a very peculiar sound-that of an un-rounded joj, a 
sound which is represented in the International Phonetic Script by the symbol 
;v ;. In Bengal, and in Assam also, owing to a number of phonological laws, 
this rounded vowel /-:J, -:J:/ frequently becomes a frank /o/ sound.- When 
unaccented and weak, where the I A/ pronunciation obtains, it becomes the 
"neutral vowel", jaj, the sound heard in English ago, China jagou, tfaina/. 
Thus the Sanskrit word ~ would be pronounced as I AmAr/, or I Amarj in 
the Hindi and Panjabi and Rajasthani areas as well as in most other parts 
of North India; as I AmArA/, I AmAra/, I Amara/, /amAraj, and even jamArA/, 
I. L. 5 
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'in the Telugu, Kannada, Tamil and Malaya]am areas; as f;,m;,rj or even 
/;>mor/, in Bengali and Assamese; as f;,m;,r;,j in Oriya; and as /vmvr/ or 
jvmar/ in Marathi. 

All these are the modern pronunciations of the short at /a/. From the 
accounts of Pii:t;1ini and other ancient grammarians, it would appear that the 
I A/ pronunciation as current in North India and in the South had already 
come into existence ~n the 5th century B. c. But the oldest pronunciation of 
this short at /a/ was something different. As a matter of fact, two pronun
ciations of this short at /a/ have been envisaged by the ancient Indian 
grammarians: one was a broad, open-mouthed short /a, a/, which was the 
short form of the vowel whichwe have in the English word father /fa:oa/, 
or the exact short form of the vowel in the Sanskrit word I=ITCIT mata /ma:ta:/. 
This open-mouth pronunciation /a, a/ is known as the vivrta or open or broad 
pronunciation, and the other pronunciation, known as the samvrta or closed 
pronunciation, evidently was the one which obtains in present-day India as 
I A/. The last sutra or rule in Pii:t;1ini's Sanskrit grammar makes it clear that 
Pii:t;1ini knew this development in the Sanskrit language as he had described 
it. From Pii:t;lini's statement we can see that the open pronunciation, like the 
short form of the long vowel as in /ma:ta:/, was the older pronunciation, as 
it can be inferred from the historical development of Sanskrit; whereas the 
closed pronunciation, like the Modern Indian /A/, was a later transformation 
which developed subsequently and became established in the time of Panini. 
I£ we are to read Sanskrit as it was pronounced in the Vedic period, then 
we are to pronounce~ a.mara as /amara/, and not as I AmArA/ or i Am<>r<>/; 
as we do in both present-day North India and South India. 

For a narrow transcription of Sanskrit in the :various linguistic areas, 
we might use for at /a, A, ::>, v, a/, according to the local pronunciation. But 
for practical purposes, in a broad transcription, to represent the pan-Indian 
standard of I A/, we might be content to use just ordinary /a/, taking it for 
granted that this /a/ is to be pronounced like I A/. 

In Panjab, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh, short 
a1 /a= A/ in final and unaccented positions is generally dropped, particularly 
at the end of words and syllables. This is the habit in the spoken languages 
like Panjabi, Western Hindi, Kosali, Bhojpuri, Maithili, Magahi, Rajasthani 
etc. This vernacular habit invades the pronunciation of Sanskrit also, so that 
a short /a/ (with other short vowels) is frequently dropped in reading or 
speaking Sanskrit-a dialectal habit which has got to be avoided in reading 
or speaking Sanskrit: e. g. Bharata-var$a is pronounced as /bfia:Nt-{3Ars(<>)/ 
Rama-candra as /ra:m-cAndr(;))/, Deva-sabha as /de:{3-sAbfia:/, Hara-Gauri 
as /h4r-gAuri:/, etc. This has a very ugly effect and makes Sanskrit sound 
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like a Modern Indian Language: Svara-hanttira Uttara-desiyti'IJ "the Nor
therners are vowel-killers," as I have heard this observation in South India. 

2. /a:/-This is a back open sound which was always long, and its 
p<~int of articulation was probably as far back as in the case of the English 

• 1:/ in the word father or half. It is now pronounced in a more central 
position. It can be represented by /a:/, or, as a simple device, by /a:/. 

3. /i/-This is the high-front open sound, and probably approaching 
t ht~ cardinal /i/. It is possible that short /i/ was pronounced in a rather 
L1x manner towards the end of the Vedic period when it preceded a group of 
two consonants. ·This is suggested by the fact that in Middle Indo-Aryan 
( l'rakrit) the development of Old Indo-Aryan (Vedic and Sanskrit) /i/ was 
t·/ before a consonant-cluster in a large number of words, e. g. Vi$tJ.U > 

v.:nhu. 

4. /i:/-the long form of the preceding vowel-originally it was 
. .!so very like the cardinal sound. Before two consonants, in late Old 
Indo-Aryan, it probably acquired a short quality as a vowel sound, and in 
:Yliddle Indo-Aryan this shortened /i/ had a tendency also to be laxly pro
""unced and to be changed finally to /e/. 

5. /u/-This is the high-back sound, and it was probably very much 
ldte the cardinal /u/, just as in the case of the short /i/. This short /u/ was 
also probably laxly articulated before consonant-clusters, and that is why 
we find this short /u/ becoming short /o/ in Middle Indo-Aryan (Prakrit). 

6. /u:/-This is the long form of the short /u/, and as in the case of 
the long /i:/, this vowel was also pronounced short before two consonants. 

7. /e:/-This vowel was always long in Sanskrit-a pure long vowel 
I dw the sound we hear in Scottish English gate, raid jge:t, re:d/. It is 
"··scribed as a 'Diphthong' (Sandhyak$ara) by the ancient grammarians. It 
would appear that originally it was just a simple diphthong, consisting of a 
·.hort /a/ plus a short /i/, = /al/. Then the two component vowels of original 
diphthong appear to have combined and given rise at first to a rather open 
'·:I sound, a long form of the vowel we have in the French word pere /pe:a/. 

This low or open je:j sound appears to have become later on modified to the 
.. losed /e:/ sound by PaiJ.ini's time: and this has continued down to our day 
111 the pronunciation of Sanskrit. 

Thus, Sanskrit~'~ were originally, in early Vedic* /daiwa, maigfia, 
then* /de:wa, me:gfia/, and finally, in Pal).ini's time, /de:vA, me:gfiA/. 

The original diphthongal character of /e:/ is borne out by the fact 

1 hat while original /ai/ became ~ /e:/ before a consonant, it became ~/aj/ 
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before a vowel : e. g. root~ hi! 'to conquer '-/]ai-tr, Jai-ta: > *Je:ta:, 
Je:ta:/ =iit~n 'conqueror'; but ftai-a:tJ. > Jajah/ = ~: 'victory'; so root ;fT /ni:/ , 
'to lead', /nai-ta: > *ne:ta:, ne:ta:/ = iffil 'leader', but /nai-ah > 
najah/ = ::r~: ' leading '. 

8. /ai/-In Classical Sanskrit as in Pa:r;tini 's time this evidently was 
just a simple short diphthong-a short /a/ (or I A/) followed by a short 
/i/. But there is evidence to show that originally it was a long diphthong, 
i.e. a diphthong with the first element long :it was /a:i/, or perhaps /a:i/. 
Then the first element became shortened, and later on the value of this 
diphthong became /ai/. The original long quantity of the first element of 
this diphthong is preserved if the diphthong occurred before a vowel in a 
word-e. g. ;fT /ni:/ 'to ·lead '-/na:i-na:i+aka = na:iaka, na:jaka/ = ::rr~ . 
'a leader'; root 1t jga:i/ 'to sing'- /ga:i+ aka > ga:jaka/ = ;n<l~ 'a singer'. 

9. /o:/-The history of this sound was parallel to that of /e:/. In 
Classical Sanskrit it is always a long vowel, comparable to the sound we 
hear in Scottish English bone, oak= /bo:n, o:k/. Originally this was also a 
diphthong, and its value in Vedic Sanskrit was evidently that of short I a/ or 
fa/ plus short /u/. This was first combined to give a low or open/:>:/ sound, 
and then it was changed to long /o:/ : e. g. it~, eitq were originally /draiHia, 
gfiau~a/, then probably * /dr:>:fia, gfi:>:~a/, and finally /dro:fiA, gfio:~A/. The 
occurrence of the short diphthongal /ali/ pronunciation is clearly indicated 
by the fact that while before a consonant /au/ was contracted to /;J:/ and 
then /o:/, it became /aw, f4V/ before a vowel: e. g, ~ /stu/ 'to praise'.....,. 
/stauta:, stau-a:tJ./ become /sto:-ta:/, staw-ah > stavah/ = m ~<!J: 'one who · 
praises, praise'; ~ /bhu:/ 'to be '-/bhau-ah > bhaw-ah, bhavah/ = l{q: 

'being'; etc. 

10. /auf-This also runs parallel to the diphthongal /ai/. In 
Pa:r;tini 's grammar this was j'ust short ;a= A/+ /u/. But in the older pronun
ciation, it was a long diphthong, with the first /a/ element long. 

In words like itf: jga:uh/ 'cow, ox', nom. sg., pl. /ga:u +as > ga:w-as, 
ga:vah/ = rrrcr: 'cows, oxen'; ;IT: /na:uh/ c boat', /na:u+ika > na:w-ika, 
na:vika/ = ::rrfcrcti 'boatman', we see how the old value of the diphthong was 
/a:u/ or /a:u/, and not /au/. 

These two diphthongs it, aU I ai/, I au/, according to the present pan
Indian Sanskrit standard, are to be pronounced as I Ai, AU/. But in most areas 
outside of South India and the Maratha country, these vowels have more or 
less been modified. In the Hindi area the sounds have become either /e, re/ 
and/=>/, respectively, or/ree/ and /:>o/; in Bengali and Assamese they have 
become /oil and jouf; in Oriya, /:>i/ and /:>u/. 
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In pronouncing Sanskrit, these vernacular habits are frequently 
111 t roduced; and this should be avoided, particularly in North India and 
1.; ··;ll'm India, and the /Ai, AU/ standard only should be attempted. 

11. /r/, 12. /r:/, 13. /lf-These vocalic liquids are peculiar to Sanskrit. 
• , • :I in the oldest Sanskrit were like the Scottish English sound of -er 

"'·'''thunder, chamber =/0Andf/, /tfe:mbr/, with short trill and prolonged 
f nil respectively. The vocalic oliquid IV was like the English syllabic -le 
.... in little, able= /lid, eibl/, except with the 1-sound is a clear /1/, the 
dark /l/ not being known to Sanskrit. There is not a single word in 
Sa11skrit with a long /J:/, although for the sake of symmetry it has been 
v.•vt·n a place in the alphabet by some grammarians. 

The vocalic character of these liquid sounds is no longer present 
"' India. Before the development of Middle Indo-Aryan from Old lndo
l·:~tropean, these vocalic liquids began to take up the prop of some other vowel, 
nnd these newly introduced vowels remained in Prakrit and the original 
J,.,uid sound has been dropped. Thus Sanskrit if<'~',~' fi60T, ~ /mrta, krta, 
h' IJ.a, mrttika:/ first became /krita, krata; mrata, mruta; kra~rta; 
•nrattika:/, and these later changed into the Middle Indo-Aryan words 

k ita, kata; mata, muta; kattha; mattika:/. 

In the present-day pronunciation of Sanskrit, a vowel is universally 
udded, except in some rare cases among very careful scholars with a special 
t r;,ining in Sanskrit phonetics. Thus, in North India (Panjabi, Hindi, Bihari, 
.ntd Rajasthani areas, Madhya Pradesh, Bengal and Assam), this /r/ becomes 
ri/; in Maharashtra, Gujarat and in Orissa as well as in South India, this 

'"'rrnally becomes /ru/. Following the North Indian pronunciation, for 
.\'l,,dern Sanskrit /ri/ has been the value which is generally recognised; thus 
·rr;p:r, ~=I AmritA, kri§ll,A/, but note the Maharashtrian and Oriya transcrip
tt.,ns like Amrutanjan = ~' Harekrushna = ~. 

For IV, in the Hindi area the modern substitute is /lri/; but for 
lh·ngal and Assam it is /li/, whereas in Orissa and in Maharashtra and in 
South India it is /lu/. This is indeed one o£ the rarest sounds in Sanskrit, 
huing found only in one or two words. 

14. Anusv£ira, 15. Visarga- These are respectively the nasalised and 
the unvoiced extensions or continuations of vowels, and they find a 
place after the vowel letters, in the order of the letters of the Sanskrit 
alphabet. 

The Anusv£ira (literally "that which follo_yvs the vowel") appears to 
have been originally, and at the time of Pat;tini too, a nasalised prolongation 
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of a vowel in the middle or at the end of a word, before the sibilant sounds 
!c; (§), ~. s/ and the aspirate /fi/, and -before the semivowels and liquids 
/j, r, 1, w(j3, v)/. 

In modern pronunciation, the original character of its being just a 
nasalised extension of a vowel has been wholly lost to the Anu.svcira. It has 
acquired new values in the different parts of the country. In Bengal, Assam 
and Orissa, the Visarga has become just a guttural or velar nasal sound 
/u/: in the Panjabi, in the Hindi, in the Kosali, in the Rajasthani and Bihari 
regions, it has become just the dental nasal, /n/; in Southern India among 
the speakers of Telugu, Kannada, Tamil and Malayalam, it has become the 
frank bi-labial nasal /m/; and in the Maratha country and Gujarat it has 
turned into a nasalised /w /. Thus the Sanskrit words~' ~' m and~' 
which were pronounced in the oldest period in India, respectively, as /fiaasd, 
saaskrta, saojauga, saawa:da/, are now pronounced by Bengali speakers as 
/h~HJf:>/, I f:>IJ (:>) fkrit:>/, I f:>IJJ30g/, I f:>IJbad/; by Hindi and Panjabi and 
Bihari speakers as /fiAns/, /sAnskrit/, /sAnJ30:g/, /s,mwa:d/; in Southern 
India as /hAmsA/, /sAmskrutA/, /sAmjo:gA/, /sAmva:dA/; and among Marathi 
and Gujarati speakers as /fiAwsa/, /sAwskrut/, /sAwjo:g/, /sAwj3a:d/ (with 
Marathi /VI for /A/). So in this matter there is no agreement among the 
various linguistic areas a:nd North India-and the various sounds /IJ, n, m, 
w/, are equally tolerated as current renderings of Anu.svcira. In my opinion 
it will be best to attempt to use a nasalised /w/, as being near enough 
to the proper nasalised prolongation of the vowel, which was its correct 
pronunciation in ancient times. 

In the transcription of the International Phonetic Association for 
Sanskrit and Indian languages, a new letter, /rt/, has been suggested to 
stand for this Anu.svcira where its proper value is accepted and where it does 
not modify itself by assimilation to /IJ, p, q, n, m/, respectively the velar, 
palatal, retroflex, dental and labial nasals, following the nature of the pure 
stop or aspirated consonant coming after, whether it is a velar /k, kh, g, gfi/, 
or a palatal /c, ch, J, Jfi/, a retroflex It, th, q, <l.fi/, a dental /t, th, d, dfi/ or 
a labial /p, pfi, b, bfi/. 

In Vedic chanting, it is customary to pronounce the Anu.svcira in a 
peculiar manner, as a distinct syllable as /gwum/ or /gwamj. Thus ~ 
fiaasa/, or /fiaasa/, for instance, becomes /fiAgwamsa/. 

The Visarga (literally, "casting out", "breathing out") was, as i1 
would sppear, just an unvoiced vowel in Sanskrit. It was the continuatioiJ 
of a preceding full vowel, and occurred normally at the end of words 01 

syllables. This unvoiced vowel was acoustically a simple voiceless /h/, takin{:l 
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n ~light colouring in the direction of the spirants /x/, /~/, 1+1. from the 
huck, front and round vowels /a/, /i/, /u/ preceding it. Before the three 
··lhilants /g(~), ~.sf, the Visarga would assimilate to them; and under certain 
I'Oilditions, e, g. When it OCCurred after the VOWelS /i, U/, it became a frank 
r/ (from an earlier modification which was /z,/). Examples of the Visarga 

are : ''~"-:r: /ra:mah = ra:maa/, m: /fiarih = fiarii /, ~: /sa:dfiuh = sa:dfiuu/; 
0 0 0 

•Ill: fitrCff<:l =/nama~ giva:ja/,. ~: q~: /vrddha~ ~aHivar~a~/, w:r-t: ~ 
~nunanas santu/; ~: + QJI !Jjo:tir e:tu/, ~~: + ~ /gurur uva:ca/. 

In a practical transcription in the alphabet of the I. P. A., the Visarga 
111ay be rendered by /h/. Thus instead of /de:vaa, fiarii, manuu, ,.ri:i, 

0 0 0 ¥ 0 

•uune:;, bfio~:/, we might conveniently write /de:vah, fiarih, manuh, gri:h, 
n1une:h, bfio:h/. It should be noted that only in Bengal and Assam the 
unvoiced /h/ value of the Visarga has been retained in pronouncing 
Sanskrit. Throughout the greater part of India, the Visarga has been 
altered to a fully voiced /h/, i.e./fi/, followed by a repetition of the 
prPceding vowel: e. g. /de:vafia, fiArifii, mAnufiu, ~ri:fii, mune:fie, bfio:fio/. In 
1ny opinion, it is better to avoid this present-day pronunciation of extending 
the Visarga into an additional syllable with a voiced /fi/ followed by the 
preceding vowel. But the habit is so deeply ingrained amongst Sanskrit 
seholars throughout the greater part of India that it would be very difficult 
to change this modern pronunciation. 

Further, Visarga before the consonants /k, kh/ becomes a voiceless 
vl'lar spirant, /x/ : this sound is known to Sanskrit grammarians as 
.lihvdmiUiya or" Tongue-root Sound". Before the labial sounds of /p, ph/, 
Visarga becomes a bi-labial unvoiced spirant, 1+1; this bi-labial spirant 
pronunciation of Visarga is known as Upadhmiiniya or the "Blown-upon 
Sound". Examples--mr: fcti+J. /tatah kim=tataxkim/, !f-1:~;r: /punah punah = 
puna+ punah/. 

CONSONANTS 

We now come to the consonants of Sanskrit. These are dealt with 
below. 

In the case of the Sanskrit aspirated stops, which are quite charac
teristic sounds of the language, it is to be noted that the aspiration after 
the voiceless stop is voiceless, and that after voiced stop is voiced : so that 
the broad notation /gh, Jh, <l,h, dh, bh/ always stands for /gfi, Jfi, <l,fi, dfi, bfi/. 

In the arrangement of the consonants in the Sanskrit alphabet, the 
various points of articulation have been taken as the basis, and they have 
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I been considered from the throat outwards. Thus we have first those 
consonants which are pronounced about the throat or velar r~gion; then 
come the palatals, pronounced at the hard palate; then the cacuminals or 
retroflex sounds, which are made by the curled up tip of the tongue at the 
hard palate, as close to the dome of the mouth as is possible; and then the 
dentals (or alveolars); and finally the labials. The Stops (both simple and 
aspirated) and the nasalised sounds under each of these five groups are 
given first, and then. come the Semi-vowels and Liquids, which again are 
followed by the Spirants (Sibilants and the Aspirate). 

1. The Velar Sounds-lk, kh, g, gfil. These are known in Sanskrit 
as the Ka'T}thya or the Guttural sounds. The fronting of these velars before 
front vowels is not at all marked in Sanskrit. The original Sanskrit velar 
sounds have generally remained unchanged throughout the greater part 
of India-only in some areas, e. g. in the Gujarati of the Surat area, they 
have become palatal stops and spirants lc, ch, J, Jfi/. The velar nasal 
lui occurs in Sanskrit only as a homo-organic nasal before the velar stops 
and aspirates lk, kh, g, gfil. In a few instances it may occur intervocally 
in Sanskrit as a double or long sound; e. g. Sl(4~~"11 lpratjauuu~a:l. 
In the grammatical terminology of Pal)ini and others, this velar nasal lui 
can occur initially, medially as well as finally; e. g. ~ lui:~l, ~ ltiiJI, 
~ ltiuantal, m~ ~/ ma:l]i lu1JI, etc. 

2. lc, ch, J,Jh, pi-These palatal sounds (Sanskrit TaZavya) had in 
the oldest Sanskrit a pure palatal stop articulation which we find in many 
languages-like the sound of dialectal French/cl, as in a word like tiens' 
=lcjel. In the time of Pal)ini, the same pure stop value obtained for /c, Jl, 
and for the corresponding aspitateslch, Jfil. But by the beginning of the 
Christian era, or may be a little earlier even, the pronunciation of I c, ch, J, 
Jfil was becoming modified into that of affricates. This conclusion we can 
draw from the observation's of some Prakrit Grammarians, as well as 
from transcriptions of Indian names and words made by the Greeks 
and by the Chinese. 

In modern India, these sounds are now definite affricates and not pure 
stops or plosives-that is, there is a continuant element, a sort of spirant pro
longation after the stop elements in these sounds. They are either palatal 
or alveolo-palatal affricates-/cJ, J31 or ltf, d3l; or, in certain regions, 
e. g. South Orissa, East Bengal, Nepal, Rajasthan etc., these original palatal 
stops and aspirated stops have even finally become the dental affricates Its, 
tsh, dz, dzfil. A further development is noted in Assamese, where I c, ch, 
J, Jhl have become just Is, z/. These dental affricate pronunciations 
are natually made in reading Sanskrit by those who have these sounds in 
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ll11·ir own languages as the equivalents or substitutes of the old stops, but it 
'" ould not be tolerated in reading Sanskrit. But palatal or alveolo-palatal 

,,ffricate sounds for these letters have been unequivocally accepted as the 
I.IIHiard for the whole of India; and as this accords with similar sounds in 

111, ;t of the languages of the world, these palatal or alveolo-palatal affricates 
.Ill' quite acceptable as modern substitutes for the ancient Indian pure 
!'·datal stops and aspirates. 

The palatal /pi is like the French and Italian sound of gn. In Sanskrit, 
•l 1 1ecurs normally before the corresponding palatal stops and aspirates. But 
111 :;ome grammatical terms, it can occur initially, medially and finally also, 
~· 1:. ~/pi/, ~·~~ /nap-tat-purutJa/, ~ /gfiap/. 

3. /t, th, <J., <l,fi, 11./-These retroflex sounds are made by curling up the 
11p of the tm1gue-jihvagram prative$titam, '' the tongue-tip curled up " as 
tilt' Sanskrit grammarians say-and touching the highest point of the palate, 
tilt' milrdhan or "dome of the palate" with the under-side of the tongue. 
ll~·nce they are known as the Milrdhanya or "Head-of-the-mouth Sounds''. 
1-:xeept in the Dravidian-speaking South India, in Rajasthan and the Panjab, 
tlwsc sounds are now pronounced at a more forward position on the palate, 
.1ml are almost like alveolar sounds, in most of the speeches of North India. 
They are rather difficult sounds for most non-Indians to acquire-they are 
lo;tsically different from the English alveoral /t, d/. If we remember that 
'' is the tip of the tongue which is to be curled up and the under-side 
.• r the tongue is to be used for the contact, then these sounds can easily 
1... acquired. 

Sanskrit intervocalic I <J., <J.fi/ have normally become in modern India 
till' so-called retroflex or cerebral /t:, t:h/ : e. g. words like ~ /pi:qa:/ ~ 
dr<lha/ are pronounced a~~ /pi:ra:, ~ /dritfiA/ or /drurfi~/. Normally 

111 pronouncing Sanskrit this habit, which is fairly old and perhaps goes back 
1" the centuries round about Christ, is followed, and the pure stop sounds 
;11·e never made, throughout the whole of India. 

In Vedic Sanskrit, the inter-vocalic /<J., <l.fi/ became /l, lfi/ :-thus~ 
lmi:qe:/, ~: /drcJ.fiah/ became /mi:le:/, /drlfiah/. The retroflex /l, lfi/ are 
otherwise unknown in Vedic Sanskrit, and they are absent in Classical 
Sanskrit. But in many parts of India at the present day, the normal alveolar 
or dental /1/ is pronounced as retroflex Ill intervocally and finally, e. g. in 
Oriya, in Marathi, in Rajasthani, and in the South Indian speeches; and at times 
they are written with the special letter for it, fZ IV, as opposed to (.? /1/ : 
thus,~'~,~'~' ~ etc. become in writing and pronunciation 
fi'Ws<t, ~, ffltrras, ~' ~etc. 
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The retroflex nasal /IJ./ is a very characteristic sound, and it is found 
in the South Indian Dravidian languages, and in Oriya, in Rajasthani, in 
Panjabi, in Sindhi, and in Marathi. In the Upper Gangetic Valley, in the' 
Hindi, Nepali and Bihari areas, and in Bengali-Assamese, it is lost. Careful 
students of Sanskrit always try to bring it back again in the Hindi, Kosali 
and Bihari areas. But they generally fail to acquire the correct sound . of 
this retroflex or cerebral /IJ./, and they substitute for it cerebral /t/, with 
the connected vowels nasalised-~:: /r'Ar/, ~:: /gA(A:na:/, cftorr = /f3ira:/. 

4. /t, th, d, dfi, n/ -In modern India these sounds are pure dentals 
(Dantya), like the Italian /t, d, n/, and they are made everywhere by touch
ing the bones of the lower teeth with the tip of the tongue which is spread 
out like a fan. This possibly was also the pronunciation of Pa:Q.ini. But 
according to some of the Priltisiikhyas (which go back to several centuries · 
before Christ), they were Danta-muliya or "tooth-root" i. e. alveolar 
sounds. Probably in the oldest Vedic period, the present-day pure dentals 
of Sanskrit had an alveolar rather than pure dental pronunciation;-and 
so the oldest Sanskrit /t, th, d, dfi/ were rather like the English alveolar 
/t, d/. In modern India, in some areas of the country as in Assam and some 
Himalayan tracts, and in parts of Gujarat (among most Parsis), the pure 
retroflex It, th, <t, <tfi/ and the pure dental /t, th, d, dfi/ have both been 
lost, and they have both merged into a single set of pure alveolar sounds. 

The nasal sound in this group is normally pronounced as an alveolar 
sound. But it is dassed as a pure dental. As a matter of fact, this so-called 
dental;:r /n/ is really alveolar. When it is followed by dental stops and aspi
rates, it becomes a pure dental: e. g. as in ORr,~. To differentiate the' 
alveolar dentals from retroflex and pure dental sounds, the alveolars may 
be written as /t, d, n/ etc. 

N. B. It is to be observed that in the generally accepted translitera
tion of Sanskrit (the Nagar! and other Indian scripts) into the Roman script, 
the cerebral or retroflex sounds are indicated by a dot below t, d, n, r, l, s::. 
t, cj,, '{!., r, J, $.But the International Phonetic Script has been using for some 
time past a new set of characters, /t, <t, fl., t• l, ~/,which is very convenient, 
and they indicate the retroflex character of these by means of the hook facing 
right at the bottom; and as such these are being used in the present paper. 

In South India, Malayalis and Tamilians frequently subst~tute the 
voiced dental spirant /'0/, the sound of t-h in English this, that, for /t, th, 
d, dfi/ intervocally; and /th, dfi/ are interchanged in Telugu pronunciation. 
These of course are avoided by careful speakers or reciters of Sanskrit. 

/ 

5. /p, ph, b, bfi, m/-These are the ordinary bi-labial stops and 
aspirates and the bi-labial nasa1-0$thya sounds-which do not call for any 
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, ... ,·ial comment. It should be noted, however, that in many parts of North 
''"li;t /ph/, which is really /p+h/, has become the bi-labial fricative /<J>/, 
·.ltwh is the sound made in blowing out a candle, or has become even the 

l.,l>io-dental/f/. Among Bengali speakers, in addition, the voiced aspirate 
l>i•/ is generally modified to the voiced bi-labial fricative /{3/: in fact 

• \<'t•pt initially, the proper aspirated /b+fi, bfi/ sound is not heard among 
I : •. ,.,~ali-speakers. (For this ref~son, Bengalis commonly use v in transcribing 
• i.) These substitutions should be avoided in pronouncing Sanskrit. 

6. jj, r, 1, v(w)/-These four are known as the Antaf.tstha sounds or 
· ~~ounds stand~ng at the End", i.e. after the plosives and aspirates as well 
, . ••asals, as given in the above order. 

/j/ is as in the English word yard /jard, ja:d/. Initially, in parts of 
:'Jorthern India-in Bihar and in U. P. particularly, as well as in Bengal, 
< lt·issa and Assam, this semi-vowel/j/ becomes the voiced bi-labial palatal 
.ollricate or the alveolo-palatal affricate, /J3, d3/. In Assam, East Bengal and 
· I ;,•where, where the bi-labial affricate changes to the dental affricate or 

pi rant, to jdz, z/, these modified dental sounds are equally heard. This is 
····nerally sought to be avoided in reading or speaking Sanskrit, and the pro
'" ·r semi-vowel sound is attempted to be made. In Bengal, Orissa and Assam, 
"'t.ervocal/j/, which is really a consonantal/if, becomes a consonantal jej: 

I hils ~' ~ jdAja:, ma:ja:/ become jd;:~ea, maea/. 

/r/ of Sanskrit appears to have been always a tongue-tip trill. In 
•nodern Indian languages it is generally pronounced with 2 to 3 taps of the 
longue only. A kaf.Lfhya i.e. velar or uvular /r/-i. e. /R/-appears to have 
• •ccurred in dialectal pronunciation of Sanskrit as early as the middle of 
1 he first millennium B. c., judging from the evidence of the Priitisiikhyas 
This sound of course is now not known in India. 

/l/ is described as a "dental" (Dantya) sound by Sanskrit phoneti
,·ians. But it has always had an alveolar articulation. It has been a "clear" 
sound all through, no "dark" /l/, as in English milk, well /milk, wel/, has 
probably never been used either in ancient or in modern India. But the 
ordinary Sanskrit or Indian /1! takes its colouring from the consonant which 
follows it. Thus, when it occurs before a dental sound like /t, d/, this /1/ 
hecomes purely dental; when it occurs before a retroflex sound like /t, <l./ it 
obtains a retroflex character, /l/. 

/vI or /w I : According to PiiJ;tini this sound, which was originally a 
bi-labial semi-vowel, i.e. the vowel /u/ pronounced very short before or 
after another vowel, became a labio-dental (Dantau$fhya) sound. This 
labio-dental sound was undoubtedly a fricative, and this was the value with 
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1 which Piil').ini became acquainted in his native district (round about the 
present-day city of Attock by the Indus in the N.-W. F. Province, now 
forming part of West Pakistan) in the 5th ceritury B. c. Other pronunciations ' 
of this -bi-labial semi-vowel were known in ancient India. There was the pure 
semi-vowel, which can be represented by lui or lwl-the sound which we 
have in English. There was also a bi-labial fricative value, which is repre-

' sented in the alphabet of the I. P. A. by the symbol 1.[31. And then there 
was the labio-dental spirant sound as of the English lv I. In modern India, 
wherever an attempt is made to pronounce the bi-labial semi-vowel, Indians 
throughout the greater part of the country pronounce a bi-labial fricative 
1{31, when initial or standing by itself. But when this sound occurs after a 
consonant, it is commonly pronounced as lwl. This is the situation in the 
Panjabi, Hindi, Sindhi, Gujarati, Marathi, Kannada, Telugu, Tamil, and . 
Malayalam areas. In both Western and Eastern U. P. and Bihar, as well as 
in Bengal, Assam and Orissa, the bi-labial semi-vowel normally becomes the 
labial stop lbl initially, and also frequently medially and finally. There is a 
half-hearted attempt to pronounce the old sound of a semi-vowel in the 
'Hindi' area, but generally this is neglected. In Marathi, the bi-labial fricative 
sound 1{31 is usually differentiated from the labio-dental fricative lv I : 
the former is the normal value of the Balabodh or Devanagari letter CJ, and 
the letter, lvl, is sought to be rendered in Marathi by a new kind of 
digraph;~' i.e. lwl or 1131 plus lfil-lwfi, f3h=vl. 

In reading Sanskrit, a good compromise for practical purposes is to 
pronounce the labio-dental lv I when the sound stands alone, before or 

I ' 

between vowels, and lw I when it occurs after a consonant. 

7. lc;, §• sl-the three Sibilants of Sanskx:it : they were sharply 
differentiated in ancient times, and even down to early medieval times, 
because the Chinese in their early transcription of Sanskrit words sought to 

indicate difference between '!iJ = lc;l and lit== 1~1. 

lc;l : This is the palatal sibilant, and in the oldest period, it was 
unquestionably like the German ch as in a word like Ich. But quite early it 
became a sort of palatalised 1§1 sound, which can be represented as 
1§, or fl. 

1~1: This was the retroflex sibilant-and it was pronounced like a kind 
of If I, with the tip of the tongue upturned and brought close to the top 
of the hard palate. In modern India, excepting among Vedic scholars 
in South India and Maharashtra, no differentiation is sought to be made 
between lc;l and 1~1. and both are pronounced as a 'kind of I fl sound. 
In the mediaeval tradition of Sanskrit pronunciation which obtained in the 
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Panjabi, the Hindi, the Kosali and Bihari areas as well as in Rajasthan and 
Madhya Pradesh, the~ lgl became a frank dental lsi, while Ef 1~1 became 
mostly the unvoiced velar aspirated~ lkhl. This latter change of 1~1 to 
1 khl is a characteristic of the Brahmans of the Yajurveda School, and at the 
f)J'esent moment it is exceedingly characteristic of the Sanskrit pronuncia
tion of Brahmans from Mithila. 

lsi-this is the dental sibilant, and excepting in Eastern India its 
sound has generally remained unchanged. In Bengal and in Orissa as well 
as in parts of Bihar it normally becomes a kind sh If I sound, and can be 
represented by If 1. In Assam, all the three sibilants of Sanskrit, when 
they stand by themselves without being combined with any other consonant, 
are pronounced like the unvoiced velar affricate lxl : thus Sanskrit 
r.rr~~' ifi~, ~ lva:sude:va, ke:gava, mahi~al became lbaxudew, kex:Jw, 
nD fiix I. 

The modern practice generally is to use some kind of sh, i.e. If I sound 
for both lc;, ~1. and simple .dental lsi for the third sibilant. This is the 
eommon practice in the present-day Sanskrit pronunciation. Thus, Sanskrit 
ufclitt;r becomes in the mouths of Assamese speakerslx::>bixexlorlxawixexl, in 
the mouths or Bengali speakers I f:Jbifefl, and in North India (Upper Ganges 
Valley, Bihar) lsAbise:khl in the old pronounciation, and lsAf3ife:fl in 
the new or current one. Hindi speakers would- make ~-~ into 
I fikf Ak-fikfA.rl. But, as has been observed, scholars who have specialised in 
Veda chanting, and careful Sanskritists generally, are trying to bring out 
the original distinction between lc;l and 1~1. 

In Sanskrit, the voiced equivalents of these sounds were not known, 
at least in the historical periods of Sanskrit, although they occurred in 
pre-historic Sanskrit-1~(3), 21,, zl. In Middle Indo-Aryan or Prakrit, in 
some cases the voiced sounds developed intervocally, but that is past 
history. In modern India, only in two Dravidian languages, namely Tamil 
and Malayalam, we find a voiced retroflex or cerebral 121.1, in words like 
/tami21,/, lko21,i/, jva<tamo21,il, lje21,avanl, and there are special letters in 
Tamil and Malayalam for this voiced retroflex I 21.1. 

8. lfil-the Sanskrit aspirate is a voiced sound, and as such should be 
differentiated from the unvoiced lhl by the special symbo,l in the I. P. A. 
alphabet, an lh/ with a hook, /fi/. This is in striking contrast with the 
ordinary /hi of English, which is normally an unvoiced lhl, although the 
voiced lfi/ is heard in English in the pronunciation of some people in words 
like perhaps, behind lpafireps, bafiaindl, beside lpahreps, bahaindl. In 
speaking English, most Indians introduce the voiced lfil in place of the 
proper unvoiced lhl of English. 
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The aspirated forms of the stops, /kh, ch, th, th, ph/ and I gfi, ,Jfi, <l_fi, dfi, 
bfi/ : in the case of the unvoiced aspirates, the /h/ element is equally 
unvoiced, while in the case of the second group of the voiced aspirates it is a 
voiced one. Normally, the unvoiced and voiced-sounds are uttered in their 
proper places. But most Indians are not conscious of the existence of an 
unvoiced /h/. The Visarga, as it has been discussed above. is really art 
unvoiced /h/. 

9. Conjunct Consonants or Consonant Clusters. Combination of two 
consonants have in some cases acquired, in the present-day tradition of 
Sanskrit pronunciation, some new values. Thus the combination /k+~/ is 
sounded in present-day standard pronunciation of Sanskrit as /k+ fj. But 
there are certain modifications of this conjunct consonant. In North India 
right up from Panjab to Bengal, /k~/ may be heard as palatal or alveolo
palatal (aspirated) affricates-initially, /cfh, tfh/, and medially as /ccfh, 
ttfh/. In Bengal, Orissa and Assam, /k~/ is commonly pronounced as /khj/ 
initially and jkkhj/ medially with certain vernacular modifi<!ations. The 
jkhj/ pronunciation for /k~/ is heard even as far west as the Panj~b. This 
leads to a curious result. The Sanskrit /k~/ being transformed into /khj/, 
the original combination of /kh+j/ sometimes is wrongly "corrected" to 
;k~=khj/. Thus, for example, Sanskrit /a:khja:na/ and /mukhja/ may 
occasionally be heard by careless and non-observant speakers of Sanskrit 
in Northern India as ja:kfa:n/, jmukfaj. These modifications of /k~/ are 
not permissible in the present-day standard pronunciation of Sanskrit. 

The consonant conjunct /j+p/: its proper value in ancient times ' 
was the palatal stop IJI plus the nasal palatal /p/. But in the modern_ 
Indian tradition, it has, like the group /k~/, got some peculiar modifications 
in various local pronunciations. Throughout the greater part of India 
IJPI is pronounced as /gj/ initially or jggjj in the interior of words; it 
has become jg/ or jggj followed by a nasal vowel in Bengali; and it is 
the palatal affricate /J3, d3/ followed by /j/ in Orissa and elsewhere; 
and in the Maratha country it becomes /dnj/ or jdp/. The standard 
pronunciation of Sanskrit would be content with /gj/ or /ggj/. Note, e. g. 
the Tamil transcription (and pronunciation) of ~ /;,:pa:na/ as /kina:nam/ 
or jgna:nam/. 

The Sanskrit consonant sequences of /fi/ +a nasal or liquid, i. e. /fill,, 
fin, fim, fil, fir, fiv/ generally transpose the place of /fi/, and have become 
/ll,fi, nfi, mfi, lfi, rfi, wfi/ in the modern Indian pronunciation of Sanskrit. 
This is very strongly rooted, but careful speakers tried to restore /fi/ in its 
proper place before the consonant following, as it was unquestionably the 
articulation in ancient Sanskrit : cf. ~ /bra:fima11.a/ in ancient times, 
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a:; attested by the Greek transcription Brakhmanes, and/also by the 
Sinhalese tradition of Sanskrit pronounciation, is almost throughout the 
whole of India now pronounced as /bra:mfiAfl,;)/, with /fim/ changed to /mfi/. 
The consonantal cluster /fij/ becomes frequently /xj/ or /t;j/ in. South 
India, and it is frankly altered to /nfij, n3fij/ (i.e. palatal affricate, voiced, 
followed by the palatal semi-vowel) in Bengal : ~ = /safija/ becomes in 
Bengali pronunciation I fon3fioj, This is to be avoided in the pronunciation 
of Sanskrit. 

In Andhra and Tamil countries, when a word ends in a stop sound 
(and the unvoiced stop sounds excepting /c/ are the only stops which are 
permitted in Sanskrit as final consonants), there is a tendency to bring in 
the prop of a vowel, generally /i/, at the end; e. g. a~ /tasma:t/ is 
pronounced like /tAsma:ti/, and this /i/ is frequently lengthened at the end 
of a sentence. This is a local peculiarity which speakers of Sanskrit in the 
modern standard try to avoid. 

TABULAR REPRESENTATION OF THE SOUNDS 

(A) THE VOWELS 

(i) In the oldest Sanskrit (Vedic), c. 1000 B. C. 

Front 
and Spread 

High ---~ i:, i 

Low-Mid 

\ 

\ 
High-Mid 

Central Back 
and Rounded 

---u:, u 

I 
Low -~a:,a(a:,a)-+ 

Diphthongs _ ai (ai ?) au· a:i (a:i ?) a:u. 
(short and long) ' ' ' 

(ii) In later Sansk1·it, c. 500 B. C. 

Front 
and Spread 

Central Back 
and Rounded 

High --~ i:, i ------- u:, u 

\ I 
High-Mid -~ e: o: 

Low-Mid ___)\ t / 
Low -~-a:(a:) ~ 

Diphthongs (long) - ai, au (Ai, AU). 
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(B) THE CONSONANTS 

(i) In the oldest Sanskrit (Vedic), c. 1000 B. C. 

Trilled r 

Spirants (~) s 
------------1----1----

Semi vowels u (w) i (j) 

(ii) In later Sanskrit, from B. C. 500 

It is to be noted that -

(i) The bi-labial semi-vowel lii(w)l became a denti-labial spirant in 
the pronunciation of Pal).ini, lvl; probably in other pronuncjations it became 
a bi-labial spirant, voiced, 1131· 

(ii) In some areas1 probably in the extreme North-West, the Palatal, 
Semivowel became, by 300 B. c., a strong Palatal Fricative, voiced, I J I or 
even 131· ' 

(iii) The Alveolar S~ops It, d, th, dfil became pure Dentals, generally. 

(iv) The Palatal Stpps became, probably by the Christian era, Palatal 
Affricates, i.e. sounds like lcf, Bl or ltf, d3l, which were also aspirated. 

(v) Round about the Christian era, intervocal I<L cl.fil, which 
regularly in the Vedic speech used to change to 11. Lfil, appear to have 
become the 'flapped' retroflex lr. rfil. 

(vi) The Palatal Spirant 1~1 or 1§1 became a sound approaching [f]. 

(vii) The Spirants 1~1. lxl became confined to the learned pronun
ciation only. 

UNEXPLODED STOP PRONUNCIA'!'ION 

Some time before the establishment · of~ the Middle Indo-Aryan 
(Prakrit) stage, it would appear that in a final stop-sound and in the first ele-
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mcnt in the nexus of a stop+ stop (pure or aspirated), there was no explosion, 
only a long occlusion. The final consonants permissible in Sanskrit are only 
the unvoiced stops ;k, t. t, p/, and the nasals /n, m/, and the unvoiced /h/. 
The final stops were not fully articulated-they were unexploded: /k1, th t., 
p,/; and so, too, was the first stop element in groups like /kt, pt, tk, bd, dbfi, 
~-td, gcl.fi/ etc. This linguistic phenomenon was known as Apinidhana or 
''closing up", and unexplode~ stop sounds were described as Sannatara 
"longer seated" or NipicJ,ita "pressed down". 

THE SOUND ATTRIBUTES 

(A) LENGTH 

Vowels and Consonants have both significant length in Sanskrit. 
There are special letters for the long vowels, and the distinction between a 
long vowel and a short vowel is generally very well kept up in Sanskrit. 
llut there are areas where the distinction between a long and a short vowel 
has virtually been lost; e. g. in Bengali, in Marathi. Sometimes, this 
vernacular laxity is introduced even in reading Sanskrit. But careful 
11peakers and writers avoid it, and give to the long vowels their proper 
length in articulation. 

For consonants, there is also length, and this length generally is 
known as doubling. As a matter of fact, the so-called double consonant is 
really a long consonant, and words changed their meaning according as 
the consonant, just like the vowel, is short, or doubled i. e. long. Thus 
we can have a:n<ffi /a:jata/ 'extended' besides aw:RI /a:jatta/ or ja:jat:a/ 
'controlled'. 

Before the semi-vowels and liquids /j, r, 1, v (w) I in the interior of a 
word, a single written consonant is normally pronounced as double or 
long : thus the written forms ~ /satja/, Wit!' /namra/, ~ /amla/, ~ 
/dvitva/ are normally pronounced as /sattja/, /nammra/, /ammla/, 
/dwittwa/, which in the phonetic script may be represented as /sat:ja. 
nam:ra, am:la, dwit:wa/. 

(B) STRESS 

In modern India the stress system, as applied to Sanskrit, is based on 
that of Middle Indo-Aryan (Prakrit), and this is the 'one which generally 
obtains throughout the whole of India. There are certain areas where this 
(which could be described as Modern pan-Indian Stress of Sanskrit) is not 
followed. Stress in Sanskrit generally falls on a long syllable in the Middle 
ot· towards the end of the word : and this syllable is frequently the root• 
I L. 6 
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, ttyllable. Sanskrit stress in any case is never very strong : it is generally the 
vowel length which gives prominence to syllables in Sanskrit.' In Bengal, 
we have a strong initial stress, and this is quite contrary to the non-initial' 
stress which obtains in the Hindi and other areas. 

(C) INTONATION 

In Classical Sanskrit, Intonation has no special significance. But in the 
oldest form of Sanskrit, namely, in Vedic, we have the case of a tone language 
in which certain syllables were uttered at .a high pitch. This hi~ pitch 
was not a fixed one, determined only by the place of the syllable in the word. 
It could sometimes be on the root syllable, and sometimes on the affix : e. g. 
~ 'I go'/= /'e:mi < *'aimi/, but ~: /i'mah/ = /i'maa, i'mas/ 'we go'. 
This emphatically high pitch or tone died out in Classicai Sanskrit, and, as 
in the Prakrit, a more or less fixed stress was substituted for it. 

In present-day Vedic chanting (V eda-patha or Svcidhyciya), the 
intonation or high pitch on certain vowels is carefully sought to be indicated,. 
and very great attention is paid to this matter. But it would seem that the 
old tradition regarding the correct placing of the pitch has long been 
changed in Veda-chanting. According to Pa:Q.ini's Grammar, when a syllable 
bore a high pitch (Udcitta-svara), it was to be pronounced with the voice 
raised high, and when the syllable was Anudatta or at a low pitch, it was 
pronounced with the voice lowered. But in practice, the Udcitta is pronounced 
at a middle pitch, but readers are only a little more careful about· the 
Anudatta (for which the yoice is lowered), and they raise the voice only in 

. case of the syllable which immediately follows one which properly has' 
the high pitch, i. e. on which is the Svarita symbol in the word. This 
matter should be properly investigated. 

Sanskrit had its owq system of Sentence Intonation : but in reading 
or speaking Sanskrit at the present day, the speaker's mother-tongue has a 
predominating influence in the matter of Sentence Intonation, as much as in 
matters of Length and Stress. 




